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A Dramaturg's Vision
Linda Sarver
"Opening night"-a dramaturg thrills to those words every bit as much as an
actor, playwright, or director. When an audience laughs, cries, and applauds,
a dramaturg takes pride in having helped to shape their experience, the ephem
eral experience that is theatre. Dramaturgs traditionally have worked closely
with playwrights and directors, which is why they have been educated with
academic critics and scholars, studying theatre history, dramatic literature, and
theory. Increasingly, however, today's professional dramaturgs are expand
ing their repertoire, and regularly collaborate in realms previously left exclu
sively to the design team. They contribute to the audience's experience in
ways that reach far beyond historical research and thematic interpretation. This
short article describes how my dramaturgy contributed to the visual concep
tion and theatrical style for the Colorado Shakespeare Festival's 200 I produc
tion of Queen Margaret. I
The Colorado Shakespeare Festival hires graduate students in theatre at the
University of Colorado as the dramaturgs for its productions. Although I had
been the professional dramaturg for Salt Lake City's Pioneer Theatre Com
pany for nine years, CSF's Artistic Director Richard Devin suggested I take the
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title of "Design Consultant" so that the integrity of the University's graduate
program would be maintained, and so that dramaturg Tom Joyner's contribu
tions to the project would be appropriately distinguished and recognized. In
the end, there was more than enough dramaturgical work for both of us. While
our efforts overlapped at times, although I joined the project much earlier in
the developmental process, we distinguished our contributions as follows: Tom
attended primarily to literary and critical concerns and to program copy; I
attended primarily to visual concerns; and we both participated in production
conferences. The CSF program identified me as a "Design Consultant," but I
considered myself to be a dramaturg.
The research and preparatory work that readied me to contribute to the design
conferences led me along several concurrent paths. My work as a "Design
Consultant" included advising on the script in the early phases of its develop
ment, researching the historical era, assessing other designers' work in pro
ductions inspired by Shakespeare's Henry VI trilogy, visiting the real locations
of the play's action in England, researching the visual and historial reality of
the l5" h century world, acquiring medieval music, viewing videos related to
the play's action, and obtaining massive quantities of visual research materi
als, all of which I organized systematically for use by the designers.

Queen Margaret was a script in process throughout the rehearsal period, but
my few textual suggestions were offered only in the early stages of its devel
opment. It was playwright/adaptor Robert Potter's inspiration to focus on
the story of Margaret of Anjou, and he followed the lead of John Barton and
other adaptors by augmenting the scenes he edited from Shakespeare with
whatever dialogue was needed to make a coherent play. To help Potter focus
tightly on Margaret's story, ] suggested the creation of a single narrator, a
storyteller who functions in the same manner as the Chorus in Henry V. Also,
] urged the standardization of the characters' names, abandoning honorifics,
confusing titles, and other nominations that might confuse the audience.

After Potter completed a first draft, I made a suggestion inspired by my read
ing about the historical Margaret, a woman raised with the expectation of shar
ing or holding ultimate political authority; I urged that dialogue be written
that would help the audience understand Margaret's mistaken expectations of
her role in male-dominated England.
Consequently, Potter wrote five lines for Margaret's father's response to
Suffolk's proposal of her marriage to King Henry VI:
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Thy plea must needs be made to her own ear.
In France our noble women hold the sway,
As witness famous Elinore of Aquitaine,
And rule as men. or some would say, their betters.
Dear Margaret, what say you to this suit? (l, I, 83)

The next aspect of my preparatory work was traditional research: reading his
tOries of the era and the prominent figures who shaped it. Of particular value
were Alison Weir's Lancaster and York: The Wars of the Roses, Elizabeth Hallam's
The Plantagenet Encyclopedia, Charles Ross' The Wars of the Roses: a Concise His
tory, John Julius Norwich's Shakespeare's Kings, John Haswell's The Ardent Queen,
and J. J. Bagley's standard biography Margaret of Anjou.
Another aspect of my preparatory work was a search through my picture ar
chives for images from stage productions of Shakespeare's history plays, in
cluding three adaptations of the Henry VI trilogy: the Royal Shakespeare
Company's The Plalltagenets; the first half of the Oregon Shakespeare Festival's
production of much the same script, though done on their outdoor stage and
with designs inspired more by historicity than was the RSC's postmodern pro
duction; and the Utah Shakespeare Festival's The Wars of the Roses, which was
the truest of the three in approaching historically accurate decor, weaponry,
and costuming.
I distilled my images from this phase of my preparation into four notions that
I brought to the subsequent design concept meetings. First, since the histori
cal basis for the action is unfamiliar to the audience, visual anachronisms should
be avoided, as they would take the audience away from the virtual world of
the play. Second, the visual imagery should not reference famous works of
art, as that also would take the audience into their own memories and out of
the play's virtual world. Third, Margaret's domestic, personal, and intimate
story would be told best in a small space. The other adaptations I had seen had
been produced on a huge, operatic scale which celebrated the militaristic pag
eantry of the Wars of the Roses but diminished the personal story of Margaret.
Fourth, the visual conception of this production would benefit from exciting
and surprising variety, which would require controlled lighting, special ef
fects, and as much spectacle as the Colorado Shakespeare Festival's resources
could support. I reconciled the apparentcontradiction of these latter two no
tions by suggesting Queen Margaret be produced in the Festival's intimate in
door theatre, instead of itsthousand-seat outdoor ampitheatre. Thus, the story's
inherent intimacy and the production's desired theatricality could co-exist.
Happily, the director and Artistic Director concurred.
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The next phase of my preparation began with reading about the visual world
of the 15 th century: works on illustrated man uscd pts, Iike Janet Backhouse' s
The Bedford Hours; on architecture, like Ann Lockhart's English Castles; and on
clothing, like Paul Lacroix's Moeurs, Usages et Costumes au Moyen Age. Eventu
ally, serendipity intervened when I received a grant to do research in England
in the autumn of 1999. There, I was able to study primary sources. I visited
the National Portrait Gallery to study the portraits of the real persons on whom
the play's characters are based. I returned many times to the British Museum's
Medieval Galleries, where I viewed artifacts from the years of the play's ac
tion: the medieval floor tiles, the wood walls from the Painted Chamber in
Westminster Hall where Henry VI assembled his court, and the elegant gold
enameled pin called "The Swan of Anjou" (an emblem of Margaret's son, found
at the site of one of the great battles). At the British Library, I was excited by
the vibrant colors and exquisite motifs of the extensive exhibition of illustrated
manuscripts, and at the Tower of London, I examined the enormous and var
ied collection of medieval armor and weaponry. In Westminster, I sat in the
quietude of the multi-sided Chapter House, where Henry VI's parliament con
vened. Elsewhere in England, I visited the home of Richard Neville, the Earl
of Warwick, known as "the king-maker"; Warwick Castle provided me a chance
to study 15 th century English architecture. I visited York Minster and that
city's crenelated Micklegate Bar, where the severed heads of traitors were ex
posed (and where Shakespeare's play says Richard of York's head was placed
on a pike, still wearing the "paper crown"), and finally Windsor, where the
dual rows of colorful heraldic flags hanging high from the ceiling in SI. George's
Chapel made a dazzling and lasting impression.
At each venue, I took photographs, and gathered guidebooks, slides, and post
cards. More significantly, I absorbed an understanding and feeling for the
colors, textures, spatial arrangements, and emotional climate of Margaret's
world that representational imagery alone could not express, and I brought all
this to the table when the design conferences began.
My on-site research proved most immediately applicable when scene designer
Joe Varga visited me in London for a week. I provided him with a list of the
venues and galleries he needed to visit, and he made an extensive photographic
record of the colors and textures of the stone columns and stained glass win
dows in the Chapter House. We met at the cold benches that Margaret and her
peers had sat on, and each evening we would discuss and analyze what we
had experienced. The scene design Varga ultimately created for Queen Marga
ret incorporated much of what we saw and experienced in Westminster and
the British Museum.
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15 'h century French and English clothing was another focus of my preparation.
As a costume historian, I began with a substantial knowledge of this period,
but first-hand observation in The Royal Armouries, the exhibits at the Victoria
and Albert Museum and The Museum of London enriched my knowledge of
fabrics, modes of construction, and the colors available in Margaret's time. I
distilled my perceptions to a short list which I brought to the production's
design conferences. I argued for a traditional visualization and against the in
troduction of such modern aesthetics as had been used by the designersof the
HaJl/Barton Wars of the Roses in 1962, by the scenographer for Adrian Noble's
The Plantagenets i~ the early 1990's, and by the design team for an earlier Pot
ter/Markus adaptation titled Queen Margaret of England. All three of those pro
ductions were visually monochromatic in the tradition of Casper Neher's de
signs for Brecht's productions, all used metallic fabrics, and had either rusted
and roughly distressed cloth or high-tech glistening costumes that bespoke
our own era and not Margaret's. Those productions made a comment on
Margaret's era instead of expressing it. I argued that CSF's production would
be truest to the essence of the script and most accessible to the audience if the
theatrical worlds of France and England were distinguished by color-red for
England, blue for France; by texture-smooth silks for France, rough wools for
England; by emblems-rampant leopards for England, flelll's de Iys for France;
and by silhouette-elegant and orderly lines for the courtly French, but bulky
and chaotic mass for the English nobles. In brief, I urged a bold differentiation
between the costumes of the two cultures, which the director goodheartedly
described as "the NFL School of Costume Design."
During my travels in England, I collected CD's and audiocassettes of music
that would not otherwise be easily located: "Music from the Time of Richard
III," played by an early music consort called The York Waits; "Songs & Dances
of the Middle Age;" and "A Minstrel's Music," as produced by English Heri
tage, among several. I played these CD's as background music during our
production conferences, and the aural spirit of the medieval er& stimulated our
visual imaginations.
A final part of my preparation was viewing (and bringing to design confer
ences) a number of videos that treat the subject matter of Margaret's 15 th cen
tury, including The Baffle of Mortimer's Cross, David Macauley's Castle and Ca
thedral, and The Encyclopedia Britannica's Medieval Manor. These scholarly/
historical documentaries augmented the many entertainment film versions of
Shakespeare's plays, from Kenneth Branagh's Henry V to the BBC-TV versions
of the three parts of Henry VI. Viewing these increased my understanding of
the visual world of l5'h century England at the same time that I developed a
clear understanding of the distinctions between historical accuracy and theat
rical expression. I brought to the subsequent design conferences for Queen
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Margaret an awareness of the need for creating onstage a visual world that
implied the historical world but which did not replicate it, a virtual world the
audience would believe precisely because it was a theatricalized version of
reality, and not the thing itself.
My research and preparation completed, I was ready to participate in the de
sign conferences which would develop the production's visual concept. The
creative team for Queen Margaret included director Tom Markus, scene de
signer Joe Varga, costume designer Alan Williams, and myself as "Design
Consultant." We met for an intensive two-day conference in Madison, Wis
consin in early December, 2000. We reconvened for three more days in Boul
der, Colorado in late January, 2001, where we were joined by lighting designer
Richard Devin, sound designer Kevin Dunayer, and dramaturg Tom Joyner.
Those intensive five days were focal times for an ongoing process of visual
conception that extended over two months.
Each member of the creative team brought to the table an impressive body of
knowledge, research, creative inspiration, and a surprisingly joyful openness
to the collaborative process, and the mutual creative juices did not so much
flow as gush. I played medieval music in the background to set the mood, and
we displayed the visual imagery that excited us. Our early discussions dealt
with broad topics, not details of design. We worked towards a consensus that
Queen Margaret's visual world must use color, line, and texture to illustrate the
distinction between England and France, that the audience must believe in the
virtual world we created for the stage, but that historical accuracy should bow
to practical limitations and our modern aesthetic (this took the form of the
director forbidding the use of plate armor which, he said, never made the sound
of metal and "always made the actors look like Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles").
From our wide-ranging discussion, images began to emerge for me, and it
became clear that two different imagistic styles were needed to communicate
the visual differences between the orderly French world and the chaotic En
glish world. From my 'research mountain,' I presented The Bedford Hours by
Janet Backhouse. This book of late medieval manuscript art from the British
Library was illuminated in the early 15th century for John, Duke of Bedford,
the younger brother of King Henry V, by "The Bedford Master," the anony
mous principal artist of the leading Parisian workshop. In imagining King
Henry VI and Queen Margaret looking at this book, I realized how these illu
minated manuscripts embodied the French world. The colors glowed like jew
els on the vellum page, dominated by rich blue and gold. The composition
was very formal and rigid. The scale was very small and minutely detailed.
The texture 'felt' smooth as an expensive silk brocade, so rich to the touch.
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Because the illuminations are paintings on vellum, they are two-dimensional.
Closer observation reveals that the painter's technique is to render this two
dimensional world as if it were realistic. This, I concluded, was the visual
embodiment of the imagistic style that was France.
These illustrations prompted Varga to suggest an act curtain for the show's
beginning that would appear to be a painting from an illuminated manuscript.
He suggested using the August or September scenes from the Tres riches heures
du duc de Serri because these images have instant audience recognition, and
would tell them that the play was set in medieval France. In his imaginative
flourish, the castle seen in the background of this painting was surely that of
King Rene (Reignier, in Shakespeare's play). In addition to greeting the audi
ence, the act curtain would serve as the backdrop for the scene set in Anjou.
The imagistic style that would convey the idea of "England" continued to elude
us until the proverbial light bulb lit up in my visual memory. I shared with
the creative team the work of Christian Champagne, a contemporary French
artist who works in terra cotta and sculpts assemblages using fragments from
various bits of medieval architecture. His works consist of unglazed clay frag
ments of architecture mounted on clear plexiglass, and they are monochro
matic, the earthy rust color of terracotta clay. All of his compositions are asym
metrical in design, with irregular edges and a porous, rough texture. The sizes
of his individual assemblages vary. but they all give a sense of large mass and
scale with a minimum of detail, and the work has a deep three-dimensionality.
These assemblages suggested the look and feel for "England," and they also
embodied the theatrical style of the entire production. Champagne's art is not
representational, but is a glorious juxtaposition of fragments that create a feel
ing of a place, but not a literal representation of a specific location. It gives the
viewer a sense of era and place, but remains interestingly abstract and three
dimensional. Champagne's art prompted Varga to tilt the fragmented col
umns in his scene design, thereby visually expressing the turbulent society of
Queen Margaret.
From my collected images emerged more details adding to the two different
worlds. Gold leopards on a field of red signified the English, while the French
were represented by gold fleurs de Iys on a field of blue. The Wars of the Roses,
by Michael St. John Parker, provided the specific stylized design for the red
and white roses used in the flags and uniform badges of the Yorkist and
Lancastrian adherents.
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The costume designs needed to adhere to the differing imagistic styles of En
gland and France. Unity in the use of color, texture, and icons in both the
scene design and the costume design was important. I shared guidebooks,
postcards, and historical costume research with costume designer Alan Will
iams. There is little extant clothing from the medieval period, the majority of
which is in England. I was able to share first-hand observations with Williams
of my visits to the Clark Shoe Museum, the Museum of the City of London,
and the Victoria and Albert Museum.
Adhering to the unity of this production, which refrained from historical accu
racy, I argued strongly for the use of modified historicity in the design of the
costumes. As dramaturgs with a literary bent know, and as Tom Joyner was
quick to point out, what was funny three hundred years ago isn't amusing
today, and that creates problems for today's audiences with some of
Shakespeare's "comedic" scenes. The same is true with clothing. Historically
accurate fashion from the fifteenth century is not attractive to the modern eye,
and would take the audience out of the world of the play. I urged Alan Will
iams to eschew historical accuracy in several specific instances, particularly in
footwear. The shoes of the period had soft leather soles without heels. That
style of footwear feels like comfortable slippers, and such comfort can lead
actors to assume a relaxed stance hardly appropriate for a world of warriors.
In the popular imagination, warriors wear boots and take manly strides with
erect carriage. Audiences are not filled with costume historians, so well de
signed historical inaccuracies do not take the audience out of the world of the
play; they serve as a non-verbal communication system that conveys informa
tion about the play.
On a similar note, I argued strongly against the use of historically accurate
hats and headdresses. Women's headdresses in the fifteenth century were
voluminous. Their size would not only take the audience away from the story
being told, but also run the risk of turning a drama into a comedic event, a
possibility which we all wanted to avoid.
To enhance the production's spectacle, I brought to the design meetings two
ways in which costumes could make contributions. First, I suggested the use
of reversible capes in which one side would be a light reflective fabric, such as
a lame brocade, to create the feel of visual opulence. The other side of the cape
would be cardinal red, using a non-retlective fabric for wear in the Parliamen
tary scenes. A second costume idea, inspired by the Nunn/McKeJlan produc
tion of Macbeth: the use of single coronation robes to be worn by the newly
crowned monarchs. The robes and crowns worn at Margaret's coronation would
be the same worn by Lady Grey when she was crowned at the play's end.
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Queen Margare! is a play filled with Yorkist and Lancastrian warriors. Know
ing the director's ban on the use of plate armor, I contributed a wide range of
images which were variations on the medieval military garment often known
as a brigandine. This was a leather or cloth jacket, often padded and quilted,
sometimes with the addition of interior articulated metal pieces for additional
protection. A brigandine was less expensive than a suit of armor, and much
more flexible for ease in stage battle. The research that I provided ranged from
photos of extant medieval brigandines, to modern variations worn by Placido
Domingo in a Wagner opera at the Metropolitan, to a costume worn by the
contemporary musical group, the Backstreet Boys.
The opening performance of Queen Margare! made me proud of my dramatur
gical contributions to the collaborative design process. I was thrilled when I
saw that the audience accepted the virtual world onstage. Our production
created a visual world that implied the medieval era but did not replicate it; we
had created a theatricalized version of reality. and not the thing itself. A spe
cific example of this theatricalization was the costuming of the actor playing
the Chorus in a romantic, flowing black jacket: his garb bridged the aesthetic
and historical gap between the audience's world and the virtual world onstage.
Combined with Potter's dialogue and the actor's commanding performance,
the costume enhanced his ability to guide the audience through an unfamiliar
Shakespearean story and invite their rapt attention.
Today. a dramaturg's portfolio is expanding, and future dramaturgs will need
substantial knowledge of design aesthetics and visual history to augment their
traditional focus on literature, criticism, and playwriting.
A designer's job is
to turn words into pictures, and the contributions of a dramaturg skilled in
both literary and visual arts can contribute to the collaborative process in many
ways that influence the theatrical style of the production and the designers'
work. When this happens, the audience's experience in the theatre is signifi
cantly enriched by the dramaturg's vision.

ENDNOTE
I

Queen Margaret is a new play. adapted by Robert Potter from the three parts of Henry VI. The
scene design was by Joseph A. Varga. costume design by Alan Williams. lighting de
sign by Richard Devin, and direction by Tom Markus.

